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P2284, P2285, P2286, Intermittent, No Start, Stalls, No Power Curtis Hibbs-
03/12/2015 | 09:56:12

ALLDATA Diagnostic Bulletin

 2003 - 2005 E-150, E-250, E-350, E-450, Excursion, F-250, F-
350, F-450, F-550, with 6.0L DSL Turbo. Related vehicles have similar information.
RELATED VEHICLES:

 DTC P2285 indicates the injector control signal circuit out of range
low was detected during the KOEO Self-Test or during continuous diagnostic
monitoring. The injection control pressure (ICP) sensor is a variable capacitance
sensor that, when supplied with a 5-volt reference signal from the powertrain
control module (PCM), produces a linear analog voltage signal that indicates
pressure. The ICP sensor's primary function is to provide a feedback signal to
indicate rail pressure so that the PCM can command the correct injector timing
and pulse width and the correct injection control pressure for proper fuel delivery
at all speed and load conditions. The ICP sensor bias varies between sensors. The
amount of voltage the sensor deviates from a calculated reference value (sensor
bias) may cause an injection control pressure calculation error.

SUMMARY:

RELATED TSB: IMPORTANT: Always refer to the most current version TSB for
details.

 6.0L DIESEL CALIBRATION UPDATE - VARIOUS ISSUES - 04/20/09
Some 2003-2007 F-Super Duty vehicles, 2003-2005 Excursions and 2004-2008 E-
Series vehicles, equipped with a 6.0L diesel engine may exhibit hard start, no
start, white smoke, lack of power, running rough condition after cold engine start
up, or diagnostic trouble codes (DTCs) P0404, P0470, P0611, P1260 and/or P1378
issues. Refer to the Calibration Content for information detailing specific vehicle
content by vehicle application and model year that is being addressed by this
calibration update. This article includes previously released calibration content
that improves injector performance in cold engine operation and additional
calibration content improvements for specific vehicle applications. Reprogram
the fuel injector control module (FICM), to the latest calibration using IDS release
60.05 and higher. The powertrain control module (PCM) and transmission control
module (TCM) will automatically update after FICM reprogramming if they are not
at the latest calibration level. This new calibration is not included in the VCM
2009.3 DVD. Calibration files may also be obtained at the website.

TSB 09-7-11:

 COKING DEPOSITS DIAGNOSTIC - EGR DTCS P0401, P0402, P0404,
P1335 - 01/05/09
Some 2003-2007 F-Super Duty, 2003-2005 Excursion and 2004-2008 E-Series
vehicles equipped with a 6.0L engine may exhibit white smoke, black smoke, lacks
power, exhaust odor, surges and/or exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) diagnostic
trouble codes (DTCs) P0401, P0402, P0404, and/or P1335 as a result of excessive

TSB 08-26-12:

2003 Ford Truck F 250 4WD Super Duty
V8-6.0L DSL Turbo
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coking deposits un-combusted or incompletely combusted hydrocarbons. This
procedure should be used only if one or more of the components listed below
have already been identified as having an excessive coking condition. Follow the
TSB Service Procedure steps to correct the condition.

HARD START / LONG CRANK / NO START - LOW INJECTOR CONTROL
PRESSURE (ICP) - 05/12/08
2005-2008 E-350, Excursion F-Super Duty with a 6.0L diesel engine.
Some vehicles may exhibit a hard start I long crank or no start condition due to
low injection control pressure (ICP).
Follow the TSB Service Procedure steps to correct the condition.

 TSB 08-9-9:

 - Injector Control Module Wiring/ICP Sensor - 08/17/2005
2004 Vehicles with 6.0L DSL Turbo
Some customers may complain of surge, hesitation, or stalls with no start while
driving. The Fuel Injector Control Module (FICM) wire harness may have chaffing
from engine bolts. Also an improperly crimped ICP sensor connector. Causing
intermittent pressure signals.

05S34S3 Recall

CRANK NO START, HARD START, RUNS ROUGH AT IDLE - 6.0L -
06/27/05
2005 E-Series, Excursion, F-Super Duty built prior to 4/15/2005 and Excursions
built 1/10/2005 through 4/15/2005, equipped with 6.0L
Some engines, may exhibit a crank no start with low injection control pressure
(ICP), hard start/long crank with slow to build ICP, or a rough idle with high ICP.
This condition may be due to the injection pressure regulator (IPR) and the high
pressure oil pump (HPP). Refer to the TSB Service Procedure.

 TSB 05-12-3:

PROBABLE CAUSES:

Injection Control Pressure (ICP) Sensor Malfunction
Open or Shorted ICP Circuits or Connectors
Powertrain Control Module (PCM) Malfunction

RELATED COMMUNITY CASES:

P2285, Intermittent Engine Misfire and Hesitation
(http://community.alldata.com/questions/17464/p2285-intermittent-
engine-misfire-and-hesitation?edit_msg)
P2285, No Start (http://community.alldata.com/questions/11118/p2285-
no-start?edit_msg)
Multiple Codes, No Power When Cold
(http://community.alldata.com/questions/8724/multiple-codes-no-power-
when-cold?edit_msg)

DIAGNOSIS:

1. Disconnect the ICP sensor harness connector. Visually inspect the ICP sensor
for any oil leaks. Inspect the ICP connector and harness for oil soaked terminals
or wires, harness chaffing, burnt or broken wires, moisture, corrosion, proper
terminal pin fit.

http://community.alldata.com/questions/17464/p2285-intermittent-engine-misfire-and-hesitation?edit_msg
http://community.alldata.com/questions/11118/p2285-no-start?edit_msg
http://community.alldata.com/questions/8724/multiple-codes-no-power-when-cold?edit_msg
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--> If any problems are found, replace the ICP sensor, harness and connectors and
retest.
--> If No problems are found, proceed to the next step.

2. ICP sensor harness connector disconnected. Key On Engine Off. Verify the
voltage between the ICP sensor VREF circuit pin B, harness side and ground is
between 4.5 and 5.5 volts.
--> If the voltage is NOT between 4.5 and 5.5 volts, repair the circuit and retest.
--> If the voltage is between 4.5 and 5.5 volts, proceed to the next step.

3. Key Off. ICP sensor harness connector C1224 and PCM harness Connector
C1381c disconnected. Verify the resistance between the ICP sensor signal circuit
pin C, harness side and the PCM engine connector pin 29, harness side is less
than 5 ohms and not shorted to voltage or ground. 
--> If the circuit is NOT less than 5 ohms and/or shorted to voltage or ground,
repair the circuit and retest.
--> If the circuit is less than 5 ohms and NOT shorted to voltage or ground,
proceed to the next step.

4. ICP sensor harness connector C1224 disconnected. PCM harness Connector
C1381c connected. Connect a capable scan tool. Key On, Engine Off. Access the
ICP PID. Connect a 5A fused jumper between the ICP sensor signal circuit pin C,
harness side and the ICP sensor VREF circuit pin B, harness side. Verify the ICP
PID voltage reading is approximately 4.0 to 5.5 volts. This step may set DTC
P2286.
--> If the voltage is between 4.5 and 5.5 volts, replace the ICP Sensor.
--> If the voltage is NOT between 4.5 and 5.5 volts, replace the PCM.

 Many Techs are reporting to always replace the ICP wire harness
and connectors, anytime the ICP sensor is replaced.
IMPORTANT:

You Tube - P2285 ICP sensor tips and tricks on the 6.0 Powerstroke. (03
shown) (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tT3CqzIuttQ)

Mileage Symptoms Test Performed

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tT3CqzIuttQ
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Comment(0)

4 Repair(s) Available

Verified Repairs(4) Curtis Hibbs-
03/12/2015 |
10:03:25

 Replace the Injection Control Pressure (ICP) Sensor, and Harness
Connector.
CORRECTION:

You Tube - 2003 early 04 Ford 6.0 Powerstroke diesel no start
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T09gCEDxhz4)

 Some Techs have reported using the updated 2004 ICP sensor P/N
4C3ZPF838A as a replacement for the 2003 ICP sensor. There is a slight voltage
increase from 0.18 to 0.24 volts during the KOEO Self-Test, but no difference
noted in performance or drivability. The 2004 ICP sensor uses a 15/16" socket.

IMPORTANT:

 BSKILL LEVEL:

 2.6 hrs.LABOR TIME:

ICP Sensor 
   Vehicles built before 9/2003 - 3C3Z9F838EA 
   Vehicles built after 9/2003 - 4C3ZPF838A
ICP Sensor Connector Pigtail - 5C3Z12224A

OEM PART NUMBER:

 The Injection Control Pressure (ICP) Sensor is located
on the top rear of the engine.
COMPONENT LOCATION:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T09gCEDxhz4
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If this repair worked for you, please "Verify" it.
If this repair did not work for you please add your repair.
Your participation helps everyone in the ALLDATA Community.

Comment(3)

2003 F350 4WD Super Duty, 6.0L V8 Turbo Diesel,
P2285 set. Customer complaint is erratic idle. Tech
inspected, found the ICP sensor leaking oil through the
terminals in the ICP sensor body and into the harness
connector.

 

Replaced the ICP sensor and cleaned the harness
connector. Cleared code, road tested to verify. Fixed!

TECH-ASSIST
06/27/2017 |
09:28:45

We had a 2004 F450 6.0L Turbo diesel with P2285
stored.

The Y-pipe had typical cracks at flex points so we
replaced it - No change.
Pulled the ICP connector and found it saturated in oil.
Replaced the ICP and the harness connector.
Big Ford fixed.

Jeff Campbell
12/21/2018 |
06:40:35
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A 2005 Ford Truck E 350 V8-6.0L DSL Turbo VIN P
cranked but failed to start, set code P2284, and the
Injection Control Pressure (ICP) Sensor returned 1.5V
KOEO. The implausible sensor signal was traced to a
failed ICP sensor that was shorting to ground from oil
intrusion. The ICP sensor was replaced, code cleared,
and the engine started and ran normally. Vehicle fixed.

 

Alex Wilson
03/06/2019 |
09:43:56

Verified Repair(1) OBD3 ALLDATA
08/23/2019 |
10:20:15

Replace the Injection Pressure Regulator (IPR) Valve.

Comment(1)

2005 Ford Truck F 250 4WD Super Duty V8-6.0L DSL
Turbo VIN P 
P2284, No Start, Hard Start, Long Crank 
Installed aftermarket Injection Control Pressure (ICP)
Sensor, and Injector Pressure Regulator (IPR)
IPR = 85%.
ICP Actual = 382 PSI 
ICP Desired = 940 PSI 
Pulled IPR, no debris.
Actual ICP is 450 PSI. 
Quickly jumps to 3000 PSI.
Replaced A/M IPR with OE FORD IPR.
Code does not reset, engine starts and runs normally.

OBD3 ALLDATA
08/23/2019 |
10:22:54

Verified Repair(1) Curtis Hibbs-
03/12/2015 |
10:04:54

Repair or replace the Open or Shorted ICP Circuits or Connectors.

 

If this repair worked for you, please "Verify" it.
If this repair did not work for you please add your repair.
Your participation helps everyone in the ALLDATA Community.

Comment(1)
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We have a 2004 E 350 6.0L Diesel and code P1378 and
we replaced the wiring harness to fix the problem.

CHARLIE GRACE
02/28/2019 |
11:49:31

Suggested Repair Curtis Hibbs-
03/12/2015 |
10:05:33

Replace the Powertrain Control Module (PCM).

 

If this repair worked for you, please "Verify" it.
If this repair did not work for you please add your repair.
Your participation helps everyone in the ALLDATA Community.

Comment(0)


